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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

In-hand manipulation has shown the ability to increase
dexterity [1], [2]. Examples of in-hand manipulation include
finger gaiting, controlled rolling of fingertips, sliding of the
object in a grasp, and various types of regrasp actions. The
contact forces lie on the limit surfaces while sliding and there
exists a relationship between the contact forces applied to
the object and accommodating sliding directions. We call this
sliding compliance. In practice besides sliding compliance,
other types of compliance will also exist. In this work we
focus on a combination of spring-sliding compliance.

Advantages of spring-sliding compliant grasps include:

• The spring compliance ensures finger remain in contact
while sliding, which allows sliding on surfaces of differ-
ent curvatures.

• With spring compliance the contact forces are determined
by finger compressions, thus contact position-force con-
trol can be achieved with only controlling finger anchor
positions if stiffnesses are known.

• The sliding compliance bounds the tangential contact
forces and allows relative finger repositionings that can
realize in-hand manipulation.

• A spring compliance grasp can be both programmable
and mechanically passive, and ensure stability [3]–[4].

We are studying spring-sliding compliant grasps for the
problem of regrasping an object using external contacts. A
grasp is defined as a set of finger relative contact positions
to the object. The goal is to achieve a desired new grasp by
controlling the anchor motions. Contacts with the environment
provide position and force constraints to the object. In this
paper, we focus on quasistatic cases with point-contact fin-
gertips, and assume object geometry and finger stiffness are
given. Figure 1 shows an example of in-hand regrasping.

A. Method

We derived a physical model for the system in general
spatial cases and proposed a finger anchor motion planning
algorithm based on the model. The main results and contribu-
tions can be summarized as following:

1) contact mechanics: given a system state including ob-
ject motions (position and velocity), finger anchor and
contact point positions, find the relationship between the
anchor velocities and the fingertip velocities.
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Fig. 1. Example showing spring-sliding compliance: two springy fingers grasp
an object with two point contacts. The spring anchors move down vertically,
and push the object against a fixed table. Lines at the contact points show
friction cones and arrows show the contact forces applied to the object. When
the anchors move from (a) to (b), the fingers are further compressed and the
contact forces increase in the vertical direction. The fingertips are still sticking
since the contact forces are within the friction cones. As the hand moves to
(c), the contact forces reach the edges of the friction cones and the fingertips
start to slide on the contact surfaces. During the entire motion, contact forces
from the table keep the object balanced and stationary.

2) object mechanics: given finger anchor motions and ex-
ternal contact configurations, find the velocity and force
constraints for the object.

3) robustness analysis: determine when a given set of
object and anchor motions are robust to uncertainties.

4) motion planning: given a goal grasp, find a set of
robust object and finger anchor trajectories to realize the
regrasp while satisfying object mechanic constraints.

B. Results
We implemented our methods with a planar two-fingered

system on the ERIN hardware platform [1]. Two fingers
of the Allegro hand are controlled to perform programmed
stiffness. The fingertips slide on curved edges of an object
which sits on a flat table. Given a goal grasp, the mo-
tion planner calculates anchor trajectories that yield desired
regrasps and guarantee the object is force balanced and
stationary with the table contacts in simulation. With only
following planned anchor position trajectories and without
any haptic information, experiment result shows that the final
relative fingertip position errors are [2.2mm, 2.6mm] w.r.t.
total travel distances of [114.2mm, 136.3mm] for the two
fingers respectively. Video of the experiment can be found
at https://goo.gl/GbNc3D.
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